Quick Links:
please experiences with a prospective student, while helping to defray waived application for undergraduate admission. If you know a

Did you know? Admissions Waivers

Philadelphia/King of Prussia and LA: You’re next!

in contact with us

bounty to a local food pantry.

Members of the IS&T Student Chapter will then donate the one non invited! The event is free, but we ask that you donate at least
gathering.

Rochester, NY

PREVIOUSLY ENJOYED

recently produced a video about IPLER which conducted work in support of response efforts related to the

which includes several faculty and staff from CIS, has dedicated to innovation in disaster management. IPLER seeks

RIT and the University at Buffalo have created an NSF Focus on: IPLER

Program. The program will provide three

Masters students and one PhD student.

CIS is also welcoming 20 new Imaging Science graduate

additional students from Motion Picture Science, University

Incoming Class Snapshot

at the annual RIT Undergraduate Research Symposium, and

Faculty, and a weekly innovation and entrepreneurship movie

participated in workshops on giving presentations and writing

weeks in research labs with faculty mentors across CIS, and

labs included: Astrophysics, under direction of Dr. Joel Kastner,

Wayland, MA, took part in the 7

Intern Program at CIS. Fourteen highly talented students, 13 of

2012 marked the thirteenth year for the High School Summer

Summer Interns 2012

Imaging in the Physical Sciences
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Rochester, NY—Graduate students from RIT, University of Michigan, Notre Dame, and the University of Illinois at Chicago

were awarded two travel grants for the 2012 Data Fusion Contest. Participating teams submitted a three 页面 content...